Compact Line: Island freezers

Grandor

™

Flexible plug-in island in pure design

Natural refrigerant R290
Large storing capacity
Block layout options

Reliability with performance
Flexible solution for frozen food or minced meat

Compact, efficient and
ideal for promotional use

Low energy consumption and internal

To help enhance merchandising, lighted

Benefits at a glance

LED lighting

Switchable version

LED lighting make this classical cabinet

display headers can be used to display

Improved energy efficiency

Energy saving LED lighting for

Whether frozen food or minced meat

an attractive and efficient option for

special promotions.

Natural refrigerant R290

excellent illumination of displayed

a switchable cabinet means flexibility

retail customers. The availability of the

Sliding glass lids

product (optional).

in displaying the desired products at

block layout helps optimize floor space

Internal LED lighting (optional)

utilization, and the dual temperature

the right temperature.

Versatility

feature allows for a wide range of

Various block grouping layouts

Sliding glass lid

Lengths

applications.

Large and flexible stocking capacity

Smoothly running sliding glass

Two different length options provide

with baskets or wire dividers

lids fitted with ergonomically

flexibility for customized application

designed handles.

of block layout.

Electronic controller

Colors

Digital display to monitor temperature

Wide range of different colors for

performance.

internal and external body parts.

Simplified maintenance
Freezer or switchable version with
maintenance-free skin condenser

Lighted display header
(optional)

Wire divider and/or baskets - for efficient
use of stocking capacity (optional)

Front height 830 mm

Sliding glass covers fitted
with handles

Electronic temperature controller with
digital display
Bumpers - available in several
colors

Maintenance-free refrigeration system

Wide range of colours

Block grouping kits (optional)

Adjustable feet

Picture might show optional features
2 I Grandor

Grandor I 3

Grandor 18

Grandor 25

Grandor ..87 G

Grandor ..57/87 G

Standard Features

Accessories

Natural refrigerant R290

LED lighting

Customer-friendly rounded

Illuminated signal header

plastic handrail

Stickers

Switchbox with alarm buzzer
Wire shelves, divider set
Front bumper

Freezer

Switchable

/

Block grouping

Glass lid

R290

Grandor R290
Model

1887 G

1857/87 G

2587 G

Lenght (incl. bumper rail)

(mm)

Height

(mm)

830

Depth

(mm)

840

Useful capacity

2500

1750

(I)

585

Temperature range

(°C)

-22...-24

Operating voltage

(V, Hz, Ph)

230, 50, 1~

(A)

13

Fusing, slow

2557/87 G

335

890

-2...0

-22...-24

-22...-24

Refrigerant

546
-2...0
-22...-24

R290
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Technical data

